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Preface
This book is dissimilar, or even directly against, many of the rumors, hearsay, and
testimonials that claim the college admissions process is completely fair. While most
individuals who work in admissions are noble and genuinely committed to a just and
ethical process, even within the ranks of admissions officers there exist pockets of
questionable admissions practices and enrollment management priorities that may
seem unfair when viewed from the outside. Students and parents, clamoring to
gain admission at all costs and by any means, combined with agents who are paid
by universities to bring students to their school and also by parents, have generated
deep concern about unprincipled behavior in the college admissions process. This
environment has promoted fraud and unethical behavior among “professionals” across
all dimensions of the college admissions arena.
In 2016, Reuters and other major news agencies reported cheating on tests and
instances of agents paying off admissions representatives for preferential admissions.
This revelation has exposed widespread corruption, particularly in China. Organizations
like the College Board and ACT have disqualified tests in China on a massive scale.
These instances have caused hundreds of students to lose their chance for admission
or at least to have to retake the test at a later date. Students who are already attending
college, but have been found to have cheated on admissions tests or any part of the
admissions process face the possibility of being disciplined or expelled.
Advertising by agents and unethical “advisors” is often misleading. They convince
thousands to pay $50,000+ for “guaranteed” admissions to college. At the same
time, these agents are paid by universities to bring students to their school. Some
lure in parents and take their money for the dream of college admission. The contract
a parent signs is one price, but ends up being much more expensive than originally
stated. Additionally, these agents often make claims they cannot keep. Some, though
certainly not all, “advisors” in the Chinese for-profit education system act in ways that
are illegal, unethical, and looked down upon in the West. In fact, many in admissions
want to have nothing to do with agents.
In the pages that follow, we shine a light on the work of agents and what students and

parents need to know before signing a contract. Contained in this quick and readable
book is valuable information for students, parents, counselors, advisors, and university
staff members to consider in order to understand the landscape of international college
admissions. We also present information for those parents hiring agents to make better
decisions about who to hire and the danger of being pulled into an unethical scheme.
This book is designed to provide viewpoints about Western education that are
common knowledge among many professionals in the field, yet are sometimes either
accidentally or purposefully ignored by agents and their employees. There is no
intention to claim that all agents are bad; some are very good, honest, and truly care
about their clientele. However, with the rash of scandals, test score cancellations, and
expulsions of students from U.S. colleges due to cheating, we decided to write this
book to provide readers with more information. We also plan to expand this book later
to include additional data collected from our research.
We hope that by reading this book, students and parents can make more informed
choices. The contents will provide insights into agents, ethics, and relationships
between various constituents. Thus, this book is meant to be a cautionary and
introductory discussion into the ethics of paying huge fees for “college placement,” or
worse, breaking a rule that may result in the student being expelled for a violation of a
university’s code of academic integrity.
The tone of this work may seem provocative. Yet, we designed these contents to
encourage critical thinking, open discussion, and further investigation of a very
complex and often ill-defined process. These skills also happen to be the hallmarks of
traditional Western liberal education.
If you have any questions, please contact either one of the authors:
Joe Klunder at joe.m.klunder@gmail.com
or
Dr. Rachel A. Winston at drwinston@mylizard.org
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A Brief Introduction to the Landscape
of Agents and International College
Admissions

Y

ou might have heard that special introductions, permissions, connections, or
foundation donations can get students into a good college. You might have
met an agent who promised to help with an easy and “guaranteed” way to
gain acceptance. Maybe someone you know was admitted to Harvard, Stanford, Yale,
Princeton, Cambridge, Oxford, or another prestigious school by working with an agent
who claimed they had “special connections” with admissions and promised that
they possessed unique tactics nobody else had. Or, maybe an agent said that, with a
payment of a sum of money, your child would be a certain admit.
A 2011 report in The Journal of College Admissions entitled, “College Application with
or without Assistance of an Educational Agent: Experience of International Chinese
Undergraduates in the US,” states that 60 percent of Chinese students who attended
postsecondary institutions in the United States used an agent in the process of coming
to school. The mass hiring of agents has been prompted by the fear that, without help,
students would not be accepted to college and future job prospects would be limited.
There is increasing concern that Chinese students will be shut out of colleges and the
only way to get to the United States, United Kingdom, or other international destination
is to pay an agent tens of thousands of dollars to have that chance.
Agents have changed the landscape of college admissions, created big businesses,
and made a ton of money by advertising claims that they have huge successes at the
top schools around the world with back-door connections. The looming question is
whether the student’s best interests are served in the process. While many agents do
succeed in getting students into college, these acceptances are rarely at the very top
schools. There are thousands of colleges with high acceptance rates. Thus, students
have a high probability of acceptance with or without an agent.
Advisors, though, can help provide additional information and clarify what is offered
at colleges. These advisors are often skilled and knowledgeable about how to access
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admissions resources, like application procedures, submission deadlines, and testing
strategies, as well as find specific programs that suit a student’s interests, including
summer programs, academic research, internships, and science contests. Some even
offer valuable career, interest, and personality testing. Therefore, the most important
objective is to find a school where the student will have the best experience, fit into
the academic community, learn valuable skills, and be prepared for his or her desired
career.
Advisors can provide important information. However, it is important to distinguish
between those who put the students’ best interest first and those who take advantage
of students and their parents. Thus, the problem does not stem from advisors who
support students in their investigation and understanding of the process, it is: (1) with
agents who take money from the student and also from the college to gain admission,
sometimes when the college is not even a good fit for the student and (2) when there
is corruption, cheating, and other unethical behaviors behind the scenes.
The following list provides a few reasons why you should be careful.

Ten Reasons Why You Should Beware!
1.

Promises, Promises – Many agents make promises, but do not deliver on

what you expect. Be clear about what you assume to be the outcome and read
the fine print in the contract.
2.

High Fees ≠ Acceptances to Top Schools – Agents charge fees and offer

a guarantee that often does not equal acceptances into “good fit” schools.
There is a belief among some individuals that, the higher the price, the better
the service. This is not always true.
3.

Contracts You Cannot Break – Fees for services are often much higher

than presented in an initial meeting or on a website. The biggest problem
is, once you sign up, you are bound to their program. Thus, if they add extra
services, you are compelled to pay more. Many times you cannot back out of
the contract, even if the services are unfulfilled.
4.

Connections and Back Doors – Some colleges pay agents to deliver

students. A recent Reuters’ news series highlights how some companies have
committed fraud by buying access to admissions officers. If you do not believe
this is a problem, then you do not realize how serious people in the West
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consider this behavior. If discovered, the student can be kicked out of college.
However, to prevent overgeneralization, this topic will be discussed in more
depth later in the book.
5.

Unethical Agent Application Practices – Cheating, lying, copying, and

plagiarizing on the application are just a few unethical practices in which
some agents engage.
6.

Widespread GAC/ACT Cheating – The widespread cheating on tests has

become a growing problem and admissions officers are very concerned. For
example, in Fall 2016, the Global Assessment Certificate and ACT test, which
can cost $10,000 for registration, test preparation, flights, and hotel stays in
the testing city, was found to have widespread cheating. Some scores were
cancelled and students were not accepted by U.S. colleges or forced to sit for
the test at a later date.
7.

SAT Test Scores Cancelled – In 2015, SAT tests were cancelled and some

existing scores were subsequently nullified from 45 test centers in China and
Macau. A similar incident happened with the ACT in the fall of 2016 when the
tests were disqualified.
8.

Not Trustworthy – Chinese families say that reputation of the agent or

advisor is the most important factor in choosing whom to hire. You want to
ask yourself, “Do I trust this person? Do other people who have worked with
the agent trust him or her after the admissions process?” When you ask for
references from past students, are you only given the names of a couple
students who were accepted at a top school? Find out from others and ask
questions. Students and parents communicate with one another and have a
close network. Ask their friends.
9.

Deceptive Practices – Test prep centers are often hard to distinguish from

agents since many of these have joined together. They solicit students to get
in the door to prepare for tests and then encourage the student to hire them
for college admissions advising and “guaranteed” admission. These centers
may promise a high score, which is done by giving incoming students a hard
practice test to prove that he or she needs help, followed by an easy practice
test after their test prep to prove that the company did a good job.
10. Fabricating Entire Applications – Accepting ghostwritten essays, plagiarizing
someone else’s writing, making up activities and involvements that never
happened, and exaggerating on the application in order to appear qualified,
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are just a few examples. United States colleges take this seriously and, if
found out, these students are often dismissed from their college.
The number of Chinese students choosing to study abroad for high school and college
has increased significantly, although there are some signs that this increase will slow
down. According to the Chinese Ministry of Education, 523,700 Chinese students
chose to attend higher education institutions outside of China in 2015. Of these,
approximately 8 percent were funded by the government or employers and the rest
at the family’s expense. Approximately three-fourths of these students return to China
after school. These students are affectionately called “sea turtles”.
The process of applying to Chinese universities is very different than applying for
entrance into U.S., U.K., Canadian and other Western schools. The Chinese college
entrance exam, GaoKao, a four-day test, typically given in June, is offered to Chinese
high school students at the end of their schooling. Tackling a dozen subjects, these
students intensely prepare for and take a single test that determines their collegegoing future. Top scorers earn a seat at China’s prestigious universities. Decades
ago, few students came to the United States for college. Those students were typically
graduate scholars in a specific field. Now, going to the United States and the United
Kingdom for college has become more common and competitive.
There are many reasons, but primarily, this stemmed from the 2008 financial crisis. Due
to the funding model of American postsecondary institutions, budgets were tightened.
Decreasing public monies changed the landscape of education, particularly at state
colleges and universities. Colleges and universities needed to find new resources to
fill their programs with students who were willing to pay the full cost of education.
International students fit the criteria. This led to recruitment bonuses for bringing in
students and the expansion of the educational agency model.
According to the Institute for International Education, in the 2015-2016 school year,
1,043,839 international students attended U.S. colleges with 31.5 percent from
China. The international student population attending U.S. post-secondary institutions
represents 5.2 percent of the total higher education population. Similarly, the UK
Council of International Student Affairs reports that the number of international
students studying in the United Kingdom totals 436,585, which is 19 percent of the
college student population. Each year, for the past ten years, the number of students
coming to the United States from China has steadily increased. Data from the U.K. also
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Guaranteed
Admission Is
Considered Unethical
Guaranteed admission to college is considered
unethical. When an individual is paid off in the
process of gaining admission, that admission
can be nullified. This is also true for paying
someone to write a paper/essay or take a test.
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shows a comparable steady increase in Chinese students with 20.5 percent coming
from China in the 2014-2015 school year.
Data from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and published in Foreign Policy
show the following rankings of college enrollment by numbers of visas for the 2014 2015 school year.
Ranked Order of Number of Chinese Student Enrollment by Ivy League
School
1.

Columbia University – New York, NY

2.

Cornell University – Ithaca, NY

3.

University of Pennsylvania – Philadelphia, PA

4.

Harvard University – Cambridge, MA

5.

Yale University – New Haven, CT

6.

Brown University – Providence, RI

7.

Princeton University – Princeton, NJ

8.

Dartmouth College – Hanover, NH

Ranked Order of Number of Chinese Student Enrollment by U.S.
Colleges and Universities
1.

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) – Champaign, IL

2.

University of Southern California – Los Angeles, CA

3.

Purdue University – West Lafayette, IN

4.

Northeastern University – Boston, MA

5.

Columbia University – New York, NY

6.

Michigan State University – East Lansing, MI

7.

Ohio State University – Columbus, OH

8.

University of California, Los Angeles – Los Angeles, CA

9.

University of Indiana Bloomington – Bloomington, IN

10. University of California, Berkeley – Berkeley, CA
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11. New York University – New York, NY
12. Pennsylvania State University – State College, PA
13. University of Minnesota, Twin Cities – Minneapolis, MN
14. University of Washington, Seattle – Seattle, WA
15. Arizona State University – Tempe, AZ
16. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor – Ann Arbor, MI
17. Boston University – Boston, MA
18. Illinois Institute of Technology – Chicago, IL
19. Rutgers State University – New Brunswick, NJ
20. University of Texas, Dallas – Richardson, TX
21. University of Wisconsin, Madison – Madison, WI
22. University of California, San Diego – La Jolla, CA
23. Carnegie Mellon University – Pittsburgh, PA
24. State University of New York – Stonybrook, NY
25. Syracuse University – Syracuse, NY
The reality is that Chinese high school and post-secondary students provide financial
resources that significantly impact college towns, providing important resources to
colleges and the surrounding regions. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce,
in 2015, international students added more than $30 billion to the United States
economy.

Tackling the Concern By Admissions Officers
Admissions officers presenting at National Association for College Admission Counseling
(NACAC) conferences have expressed serious concern regarding the actions of agents
and strongly suggested that colleges abandon the practice. However, with so many
colleges using agents, a special commission was appointed. They recommended that,
rather than disallowing the use of incentive-based compensation for international
student recruiting, the ban should be lifted, yet they also cite that the practice should
not be encouraged.
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Twenty Most Popular Destinations for International Students at U.S.
Colleges and Universities In 2014 - 2015 and 2015 - 2016

University of California, San Diego
Carnegie Mellon University
Texas A&M University
University at Buffalo
University of California, Berkeley
University of Minnesota

Most Popular College and University Destinations
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University of Indiana Bloomington
University of Texas, Dallas
Ohio State University
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Pennsylvania State University
Boston University

2015-2016

2014-2015

University of Washington, Seattle
Michigan State University
University of California, Los Angeles
Purdue University
Northeastern University
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Arizona State University
Columbia University
University of Southern California
New York University
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Organizations like the American International Recruitment Council (AIRC) certify
agencies around the world and safeguard students and parents by promoting ethical
standards. This organization has about 270 institutional members and 80 certified
agencies in more than 90 countries. Additionally, professional conferences around the
world promote ethical practices, like WEBA (World Educate Business Association), and
bring together agents, institutions, and study abroad counselors to meet and share
their programs.
The Beijing Overseas Study Service Association (BOSSA) created professional
standards and a process to verify the documents submitted by Chinese students. They
also created a training course, known as the China Education Agent Course (CEAC).
To date, approximately 220 agents are now officially certified. China’s study abroad
industry is growing and the demand for certified agents is also increasing. The CEAC,
launched in January 2015, granted its first 100 certificates to agents in the first year
after completing its courses and exam. CEAC is recognized by BOSSA, ICEF, and the
Chinese Ministry of Human Resources.
The acknowledgment by NACAC and certifications for agents is a step forward, though
the professionalism of educational consulting continues to be called into question.

